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A human has both masculine and feminine aspect to their psyche the goal of which is to
integrate this into one transformed whole. The fact is due to the lie of society which is built on
the lie of the Bible for centuries the feminine aspect of the psyche has been repressed on
purpose. Men are told they will be punished with homosexuality if they enjoy art in the Jewish
Bible. The Church worked to destroy not just all spiritual knowledge but also banned anything to
do with the feminine aspect of the psyche, art, music and such they tried to remove. Medieval
era art when the Church had the most power. All looks like low quality cartoon drawings.
Women were severly repressed and turned into nothing but properity of men who were allowed
to beat them and abuse them as they wished. Because women are the cause of the fall and the
cause of original sin in Jewish Christianity. And men were conditioned and still are with strict
gender norms they are not allowed to show any signs of feminine traits. This puts blocks into the
soul and mind.

What is called the third eye this realm of spiritual consciousness is called Sophia to the ancients
so is the serpent energy in general. This is why this is all repressed. In the Jewish Bible its Eve
which in the Jewish kabala is the right side of the brain the feminine part of the psyche that
awakens Adam the left or masculine part of the brain and psyche. This was a encoded warning
to the Rabbi's the key to keeping the Goyim under control is to repress this. Adam and Eve
where originally in the Jewish garden of paradise just naked animals put there to work for
Yahweh the Jewish race and it was the serpent that awoke Eve's attention first then she woke
up Adam and they realized they were naked. They became superconscious and left the animal
mind of the unawakened psyche which the eastern texts state a human lives in if they don't
awakened the psyche with spiritual practices of the serpent power Yoga. Goyim means animal
and that is the state of awareness the Jews want to keep us in.

The reason the serpent wakes up Eve first is because the serpent energy was activated in the
tail bone which is what Eve is related to in Kabala the Luz bone and then it awakened the right
side of the brain which then awakened the left or conscious part of the mind with spiritualized
power. And then the Goyim Knew. The next thing they were going to do was become immortal
by eating from the tree of eternal life this is what Yahweh stopped them from doing otherwise
Yahweh the Jewish race would never have control over the Goyim. Which is the warning in the
Torah to the Jewish Rabbi's. The Torah, Kabala code for that tree was that of Elhoim the
Hebrew word for God and that is what the Goyim would have became if they finished the
process the serpent instructed them in. The serpent is Satan in the Kabala. Jesus's purpose is
to bring about the world to the new Adam, note not Eve...… This is a Jewish program to bring
about the Garden Of Edin in which the Jewish race will have total power over the earth and the
Goyim will be their animals who work for them. That is the whole point of the Jewish ideology
they have to heal to the world from this fall of theirs from planetary control they claim they once
had in this mythological age of Edin and transform the current world into that one. Christianity is
their blueprint for this as the Rabbi's admit in the Kabala.

What has happened is because of the strict enemy gender norms which is created to enforce a
inner separation of the psyche by the enemy. Which allows their programming and methods of
deceptive propaganda, and Jewish witchcraft to be more effective. This has caused a lot of
confusion on gender.
You have people who are simply more feminine then masculine who are men and the other way
around for women. The only way society has to understand this is they must somehow try and
turn themselves into the other sex biologically because gender must follow biology.
Man=Masculine psyche, Woman=Feminine psyche. This is why many transgendered people
stop the transformation process because they understand this at some point and many who
went thought with the SSR regret it after. They simple don't conform to the one sided gender
norms that gender must equal biology this in the soul.

What is called Homophobia in the legitimate sense not the political term. People have what they
hold as logical reasons for disagreeing with homosexuality and are not just upset by it and their
reasons should be taken seriously and honest conversations held on the subject without political
name calling. However these reasons are based in the Jewish ideology of christianity which is a
form of Jewish witchcraft to destroy the Gentiles. But the fact is the actual phobia part for some
is homosexualilty for men is seen as a FEMININE attribute. And thus a total violation of all
gender norms. Hence name calling to attack another man's masculinity many times like calling
them a "Fag' its a way to call another man weak but its always the concept of weakness for men
is the concept of having feminine traits. A lot of guys have no problem with a pair of women
making out in front of them but two dudes and some will get hysterically triggered. Its the deep
seated insecurity about their masculinity and the social norms of masculinity being threatened.
Men will kill each other over this threat to their masculinity and this is why this society is a never
ending hen pecking of men towards other men its a projection of their own insecurity and
attempting to dominate others to find a sense of stability and empowerment for this. And its also
on the friendship level the only dysfunctional way men are allowed to attempt to bond. This is
why a dude wearing a dress is considered mental illness to many people.... You must be crazy
to dress like a women..... To surrender your masculine gender norms to such feminine traits. Its
the programming policing itself. The same don't care if a women wears pants. Because the
trigger is about feminine traits expressing. This is also why there is so much violence towards
women.
The reality is the universe is the creation of three forces one male, female and how they
become one this creates all things in existence. This concept was shown originally as the
androgynous God in the Pagan world. That is the map of the human soul. There are three types
of normal sexuality that of heterosexuality, homosexuality and bi-sexuality as the expression of
this existence as well. Jung mentioned most people are bi-sexual and if one pays attention this
is obvious in society but as Jung mentioned its deeply unconscious due to repression. In the
pre-Christian world the social norms where heavily towards bi-sexuality the social custom of
"heart friends" in Europe was that of friendships of the same sex that where lovers. This comes
down to the role of sexuality and sex in society is based on spiritual forces and the generative
power that sex is within its own act. This relates to the activation of the kundalini energy and its
flowing thought the chakra's and nadi's and different levels of the bodies that make up the
person. This can also express itself in physical creation of children but this is not the only

purpose of sex. And was only the minor purpose of sex in the Pagan society that was done with
strict spiritual timing and eugenic practices. That is why sex and sexuality like the feminine is so
repressed in the enemy society because its the key to freedom and spiritual activation hence
the enemy seeks to repress all normal sexuality activity in their Bible ideology and creates a
false explanation for sexual norms to do this. Now that they have lost control with this they are
promoted a false sexual liberation which is attempting to trigger the conditioning into a backlash
against freedoms and create a return to the Biblical ideology, problem, reaction, solution. The
Jewsus program is anti-sex on every level. Rabbi Jewsus demands celibacy and sexuality is
sinful even to have sexual feeling and thoughts is sin. The image of the Pagan feminine is
removed and replaced with a Jewish icon cloaked and hidden away unfeminine, no sexuality,
looking and dressed as celibate Nun who always looks full of shame in Christian ideology. This
is a powerful Jewish talisman to represses the feminine aspect of the psyche.
The Jewish rabbi's pray a prayer where they thank their "god" they where not born a Goyim or a
women...

The enemy in the secular world pushes materialistic ideology to maintain their norms in society.
Christianity is a materialistic ideology and the fact most people don't understand that fact is how
well its done its job in removing all spiritual knowledge from society. That is why all the
controlled institutions only allow for a false explanation of life such as social biology which
promotes their predatory system and norms only to any explanation which keeps consciousness
between the ears only. This is a modern cloaking of their Kabbalistic ideology of the Torah.

The current gender norms for men has become a total repression of all feminine traits of their
psyche and the psychological problems it causes in men and society. The only emotions men
are allowed to show are anger. Because that is considered a dominate and masculine style of
expression. There is a reason so many men are angry all the time and much of it is repressed
emotions from living in a Jewish dominated society that psychologically abuses them from the
time they are born. Men are not even allowed to psychologically bond with each other as that
requires an emotional openess that is too feminine. This also causes problems in thier
relationships with their wives, girlfriends and children as they don't open up there either. This
allows for the ideology of the Jews that women are just properity and a servant to men to gain
ground to men who can't emotional bond with anyone let alone their own wives. It makes men
arrogant and afraid to do many things in their life because not being perfect is not having
masculine power somehow and that is weakness which is womanly.
Now that women have freedom the Jews are promoting Marxist Feminism which is the attempt
to force women to supress the feminine aspects of their psyche and attempt to become
masculine dominate in their psyche which is causing many women to become psychologically
toxic and self hating as they are taught to show any feminine characterists is weakness and
they need to be totally masculine. They are now being raised the same way men are and its
toxic across the board. Entire generations of women are being conditioned into this. This is
needed because with the ability of women to move freely in all walks of life in society where
under Jewish christianity they never had. They must also be conditioned with the same
repression men are.
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Take a look at biology and men and women biologically share a lot as well it seems the way the
elements manifest determine if the being will express itself as to the female spectrum or male
and how this relates to the soul.

The point is the human psyche is really male and female in its polarity and this must be united
and integrated. That is the point of the Magnum Opus.

Larissa666 wrote:Great sermon, thank you so much.
What is interesting to me is that although everyone is part female and part male in the soul, it
seems you cannot be really both at the same time, only one, which is mirrored through
physical body. Look at our Gods and Goddesses, I only heard about one case where one is
both male and female and that is Uval. All other Gods and Goddesses known to us are either
male or female
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That's the problems people get into when they live in this society that tries to put people into a
binary gender roles and built an entire establishment on that.

Why not just allow people to develop naturally and have spiritual practices to integrate their
psyche to express their soul natures without worrying about social assignment identity.....
Note how your reacting with extreme examples of strange sub cultures and some individual who
had a nervous, mental breakdown and such..... What does that prove really...…. Gender is not
sexual orientation either. I already stated the Jews are trying to ruin society to force it to conform
to their Biblical narrative. Look at the example you offered your entire mind is wrapped up in
their Marxist narrative just reacting to it within its box.

Men will continue to express themselves and women will as well but as fully integrated beings.
This seems to be hard for you to grasp because your busy reacting to the wave of mental
impressions from within the poltical narrative your consumed with. And the fact your hung up
with examples that simply illustrate the externalization of the repression on the feminine aspect
of the psyche. Really show this. You should actually read my article and think about it.

Jack The GOOD guy wrote:Actually when a man wears a dress and says he's a 5 year old
while he's actually a 40 year old dude , that's where you enter insane territory. Same with
furries and many weird fetishist's who are mentally diagnosed but larping as genders. So my
questions to you HPMageson is where do you draw the line. I can see three genders
heterosexual, homosexual and bisexual. But all of these genders conform to their biological
view of themselves. A homosexual gay man knows he's a man and he's attracted to other
men. Lesbians know they're attracted to women while being women. Bisexuals know their
gender and know their attracted to both sexes. But the problem in the transgender
community is that they've captioned emotional impulses and feelings to being gendered. If
someone feels feminine, you don't necessarily have to be a girl. You're just a guy who's a
little feminine. A society where there is anarchy of gender identity cannot sustain itself. The
cultural Marxist aim to create anarchy in the first place. So when do we know if a person is
batshit insane or not ? Beyond which multi name gender ? Beyond which belief ?

